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Final versions of all UBC theses must be approved by the Faculty of Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies and must
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A scan to PDF is not acceptable. Requesting a Delay in Publication of your Thesis If you want to request a
delay in publication of your thesis, you must do this before you submit electronically. Formatting:
Co-authorship information now goes in the Preface. Information on the inclusion of supplementary materials
will be coming shortly. It will be either February, May, September, or November. Otherwise you will not be
able to submit to this collection. Important: All theses will be freely available electronically through the UBC
Library website and the Library and Archives Canada website shortly after submission. I was planning to write
a manuscript-based thesis, but will now use the new format instead. Your program cannot be closed and you
will not be eligible to graduate until the content and formatting of the thesis have been officially approved and
you have received an official email confirming final approval of your thesis. The thesis team checks theses to
ensure they meet the formatting requirements, focusing on the preliminary pages. If you decide to submit to
the regular collection, you can only submit a PDF file there; multimedia files must be submitted separately to
the Supplementary Materials collection. Since January , final theses and dissertations must be submitted
electronically to the Library's electronic repository, cIRcle, where they will be open access. Main menu. In the
old manuscript-based format this material could only be in the introductory or concluding chapters; in the
current format you can choose where to convey this information - for example, by additional material in the
paper-based chapters, or by creating small "bridging" chapters between the papers. If you wish to submit
multimedia or other supplementary materials, please contact graduate. Instead of having to choose, you are
free to use as much or as little of your published material in a thesis as you like, and to arrange it in the way
that is most suitable. Note about pre-reviews: If you are preparing for final submission, your thesis will be
reviewed more quickly if you submit directly to cIRcle rather than emailing it for review. Access to this
collection is permanently restricted to individuals with a Campus-Wide Login. Final versions of all UBC
theses must be approved by the Faculty of Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies and must conform to the
specifications given here. See cIRcle Instructions for more details. The collection is not available to the public.
In the meantime, if you wish to submit multimedia or other supplementary materials, you must contact
graduate. Your cIRcle account cannot be activated until Graduate Studies has received your thesis forms. It is
your responsibility to submit a thesis in the correct format and allow time for revisions to be complete in order
to meet deadlines. Your completed thesis is a published and archived document that will be a reflection of you
and your work at the university.


